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Simpler. Faster. Better.

A global leader

Every second counts in air freight. In a fast-paced and competitive market, carriers are leveraging
the electronic Airway Bill (eAWB) to maximise efficiency, enhance customer visibility and provide
further services. Although the benefits of the eAWB are clear, carriers require the right technology
partner to enable success.

With the Descartes eAWB solution, carriers can:
•
•
•
•
•

Better comply with rapidly evolving cargo security filing requirements
Seamlessly collect eAWB data elements from forwarders and Ground Handling Agents (GHAs)
Increase the value and quality of information moving throughout an enterprise
Quickly on-board with our world-class implementation team
Be better equipped with extensible solutions to enable long-term benefits

Leading the way in eAWB
Descartes has been helping carriers move to more electronic processes for over 20 years.
Our solutions range from an advanced web-based interface to comprehensive air
messaging and more.
As the global leader in electronic air cargo (system-to-system) connectivity, our solutions connect
thousands of logistics-oriented businesses, integrate with any back office system or can serve
as an independent, stand-alone application.

Every second counts

Descartes has the proven industry experience to deploy eAWB solutions for carriers worldwide,
improve performance, add value and achieve a higher level of compliance.

The benefits of using
Descartes eAWB
Simpler – With Descartes, implementing the eAWB is a streamlined and simple
process. Our systems can help boost forwarder adoption to help carriers realise
the benefits of the eAWB throughout operations.

Flexible – Descartes also offers some of the most advanced capabilities available to
standardise and automate air cargo and freight management operations, provide
real-time shipment status monitoring and transmit tracking updates to customers.

Better – As a leader in regulatory compliance, Descartes can help airlines
repurpose eAWB information to fulfil global security filing initiatives and meet
record keeping requirements.

Connective – With a proven ability to connect multiple parties, Descartes’
solutions can provide airlines with the technology required to gather eAWB
information to ultimately enhance the end customer’s experience and strengthen
client loyalty.

Faster – Our demonstrable track record, expert technical support and industry
experience has enabled Descartes to quickly roll out eAWB collection platforms
and comprehensive air messaging to carriers with a rapid time-to-value.
Streamlined – With the growth of the eAWB Single Process approach, Descartes’
advanced message translation protocols can reduce complexity and minimise the
IT workload on a carrier’s business.
Accessible – Descartes provides easily accessible options for forwarders and
Ground Handling Agents (GHAs) to submit all required eAWB details to seamlessly
populate carrier platforms.

Secure – Our platform provides stable and encrypted connections to reliably
exchange electronic airway bill information and more.
Accuracy – Our validation methodology helps to ensure that the airway bill data
received is correct and properly formatted before it enters a carrier’s system.
Extensible – Descartes’ technology can expand with a carrier’s needs in parallel
to business growth as airlines expand into new regions and product offerings.

Start using the
Descartes eAWB
solution today
Simply complete our sign up form at
www.descartes.com/get-started-descartes-eawb and we’ll
contact you for an initial discussion.
Our team of implementation professionals will guide you through
a series of questions to better identify your needs and provide
a tour of our eAWB capabilities, community service options and
messaging solutions.
Realise the cost savings and added efficiency of the eAWB with the
industry leader in air cargo connectivity, and discover why Descartes
is the preferred technology partner of airlines worldwide.

For more details, visit:
www.descartes.com/eawb

